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ABSTRACT

A commonly employed explanation for single- and multiple-banded clouds and precipitation in the extratropics
is slantwise convection due to the release of moist symmetric instability (MSI), of which one type is conditional
symmetric instability (CSI). This article presents a review of CSI with the intent of synthesizing the results from
previous observational, theoretical, and modeling studies. This review contends that CSI as a diagnostic tool to
assess slantwise convection has been, and continues to be, misused and overused. Drawing parallels to an
ingredients-based methodology for forecasting deep, moist convection that requires the simultaneous presence
of instability, moisture, and lift, some of the misapplications of CSI can be clarified. Many of these pitfalls have
been noted by earlier authors, but are, nevertheless, often understated, misinterpreted, or neglected by later
researchers and forecasters. Topics include the evaluation of the potential for slantwise convection, the rela-
tionship between frontogenesis and MSI, the coexistence of moist gravitational instability and MSI, the nature
of banding associated with slantwise convection, and the diagnosis of slantwise convection using mesoscale
numerical models. The review concludes with suggested directions for future observational, theoretical, and
diagnostic investigation.

1. Introduction

Single- and multiple-banded [hereafter, banded
(Huschke 1959, p. 57)] clouds and precipitation are
commonly observed in association with frontal zones
in extratropical cyclones (e.g., Hobbs 1978; Houze
1993, section 11.4). Proposed explanations for these
bands (e.g., Parsons and Hobbs 1983; Emanuel 1990)
include frontogenesis, boundary layer instabilities, duct-
ed gravity waves, Kelvin–Helmholtz instability, and
moist slantwise convection due to the release of con-
ditional symmetric instability (CSI; symbols and acro-
nyms appearing in this article are listed in the appendix).
A precise definition for CSI, a type of moist symmetric
instability (MSI), is given in section 3b. Indeed, some
observational studies over extended periods of time
show the presence of MSI in association with banded
precipitating baroclinic systems to be rather common
(e.g., Bennetts and Sharp 1982; Seltzer et al. 1985; Byrd
1989; Reuter and Yau 1990, 1993; Reuter and Aktary
1993, 1995).
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Although we do not deny the likely existence of slant-
wise convection or the possible involvement of MSI in
some precipitating systems in the atmosphere, it is our
contention that CSI is frequently misused and overused
as a diagnostic tool, a point also noted by Wiesmueller
and Zubrick (1998, p. 86). We believe the following
four reasons are responsible, in part, for the present
situation. 1) The theory of CSI has certain limitations
and caveats that are discussed by earlier authors, but
often are understated, misinterpreted, or neglected by
later researchers and forecasters who rely on CSI as an
explanation for banded precipitation. As the concept of
CSI has grown in popularity and usage over time (Fig.
1), these qualifications are often omitted as second-gen-
eration references are cited at an increasing rate, instead
of the older, but perhaps more correct, references. 2)
With the advent of satellite imagery and Doppler radar
with higher resolution than was available previously,
banded cloud and precipitation features are observed
frequently and demand explanation. These bands pos-
sess many of the characteristics expected from CSI the-
ory (Emanuel 1983c, p. 233) and they tend to be present
in regions where the criteria for CSI are satisfied. Hence,
CSI typically is concluded to have played a role in their
formation, at the expense of other, perhaps more plau-
sible, mechanisms. 3) Due to the availability of gridded
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FIG. 1. Number of formal publications that cite atmospheric ‘‘(conditional) symmetric
(in)stability’’ or ‘‘slantwise convection’’ as a function of time. Articles are classified subjectively
as to whether they are more observational/applied modeling (light shading) or more theoretical/
idealized modeling (dark shading) studies. References were compiled through October 1998. List-
ings of articles were compiled mainly from literature searches performed by Katherine Day.

numerical-model data and the popularization of CSI di-
agnostics by forecasters (e.g., Dunn 1988; Lussky 1989;
Grumm and Nicosia 1997; Wiesmueller and Zubrick
1998), evaluation of CSI locally at universities, labo-
ratories, and forecast offices is becoming more common.
With the relative computational ease of CSI-related pa-
rameters and the increasing emphasis on short-term
quantitative precipitation forecasting, CSI frequently
becomes a default explanation for banded precipitation.
4) Whereas idealized modeling studies of flows pos-
sessing CSI have been performed, the applicability of
those results to observations may be questionable. Con-
sequently, such theoretical and numerical results often
are unappreciated by observational meteorologists. Sim-
ilarly, observational results usually are not described
from a theoretical or numerical-modeling framework.
This leads to an ever increasing rift between theory and
observations of CSI. Thus, for these four reasons, CSI
is commonly observed yet often misinterpreted and mis-
understood.

The purpose of this article is twofold: to attempt to
limit further misuse of the CSI paradigm by researchers
and forecasters alike by highlighting common pitfalls,
and to encourage future research explorations that are
directed at the deficiencies in our understanding of MSI
and slantwise convection. The remainder of this article
is as follows. In section 2, we develop parallels between
an ingredients-based methodology for forecasting moist
gravitational convection (also known as buoyant or up-
right convection) and slantwise convection. These three
ingredients of instability, moisture, and lift are explored
further in this article: section 3 reviews the calculation

of symmetric instability and section 4 discusses moisture
and lift, specifically the relationship between MSI and
frontogenesis. In section 5, the implications for the co-
existence of instabilities to both moist gravitational and
slantwise convections are examined, including a discus-
sion of the structure, evolution, dynamics, and possible
electrification of weather systems that might result from
such scenarios. Section 6 investigates the nature of cloud
and precipitation banding in relation to MSI, and section
7 addresses the diagnosis of slantwise convection using
mesoscale numerical-model output. Finally, section 8
consists of a summary of main points, directions for fu-
ture research, and a concluding discussion.

2. An ingredients-based methodology for slantwise
convection

Throughout this article, we wish to differentiate be-
tween free convection and forced convection as motions
in the atmosphere that are associated with the presence
and absence of instability, respectively (Huschke 1959,
133–134; Emanuel 1980, 192–193). Unless otherwise
specified, we use the generic term convection to imply
free convection (gravitational or symmetric).

To clarify some of the confusion surrounding the con-
cepts of CSI and slantwise convection, we find it useful
to demonstrate parallels with the more familiar concepts
of moist gravitational instability and convection. An ex-
ploration of these parallels begins with an ingredients-
based methodology for forecasting deep, moist convec-
tion (McNulty 1978, p. 664; Doswell 1987, p. 7; Johns
and Doswell 1992, 589–590; McNulty 1995, 189–191;
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FIG. 2. An ingredients-based methodology for forecasting gravita-
tional or slantwise convection.

Doswell et al. 1996, p. 563). This methodology asserts
that three ingredients are required to produce deep,
moist convection: instability, moisture, and lift (Fig. 2).
As Doswell (1987, p. 7) notes, ‘‘remove any one of
these and there well may be some important weather
phenomena, but the process is no longer deep, moist
convection.’’

For the purposes of this article, we adopt the same
triad of ingredients from moist gravitational convection
(instability, moisture, and lift) for the production of
moist slantwise convection, where the requisite insta-
bility becomes MSI, rather than moist gravitational in-
stability. Although some previous studies use the in-
gredients-based methodology implicitly, our interpre-
tation of some of the other previous literature is that
CSI is treated sometimes as an instability and sometimes
as a forcing mechanism for ascent. An example is il-
lustrated by those who wish to separate the effect of
CSI from that due to frontogenesis, when in fact these
two processes often cannot be considered independently
(see section 4). The ingredients-based methodology
firmly labels CSI as the instability, clearly separate from
the lifting mechanism.

Applying the ingredients-based methodology to slant-
wise convection indicates that the existence of CSI alone
is not sufficient to initiate slantwise convection. Em-
ploying CSI in this manner is tantamount to saying that
the occurrence of a severe thunderstorm is due solely
to the presence of conditional instability to moist grav-
itational convection! Since slantwise convection is the
process by which the instability is released, it follows
that the terms moist slantwise convection and CSI do
not have the same meaning, contrary to their implied
equivalence by some authors (e.g., Wolfsberg et al.
1986, p. 1552; Moore and Blakley 1988, p. 2167; How-
ard and Tollerud 1988, p. 170; Lemaı̂tre and Testud
1988, p. 261; Bennetts et al. 1988, p. 368; Emanuel
1990, p. 473; Reuter and Yau 1993, p. 375; Lagouvardos
et al. 1993, p. 1293; Grumm and Nicosia 1997, p. 10;
Wiesmueller and Zubrick 1998, p. 85; Koch et al. 1998,
p. 2040).

In contrast, Thorpe and Rotunno (1989, 1293–1294)
have suggested that ‘‘slantwise convection’’ is not ap-
propriate terminology to describe the circulations that
release CSI. Taking the fluid dynamicists’ definition of

convection to be a circulation that results in positive
heat flux, Thorpe and Rotunno (1989) note that the heat
flux with CSI circulations can be negative in certain
cases (e.g., Miller 1984), and, hence, these circulations
formally should not be considered ‘‘convection.’’ These
thoughts on terminology, however, are not shared by all
in the atmospheric science community. For example, it
has been argued that the equations for symmetric in-
stability are isomorphic to both inertial instability and
gravitational instability (e.g., Emanuel 1983b, 2016–
2017; Xu and Clark 1985; Emanuel 1994, 394–395).
Therefore, the release of each instability individually
can be considered a form of convection. In agreement
with this latter argument, we choose the term slantwise
convection to represent the release of MSI.

It should be noted that there are limitations to this
analogy between slantwise and gravitational convection.
As noted by Emanuel (1990, p. 473), ‘‘the fact that
precipitation falls vertically and that turbulence may not
be isotropic may serve to make the physics of slantwise
convection quite different from that of upright convec-
tion, though this has hardly been explored.’’ Further
discussion of turbulence as it relates to slantwise con-
vection can be found in Emanuel (1994, p. 406).

As is shown throughout this article, the occurrence
of slantwise convection depends upon all three ingre-
dients and all must be present in order to justify any
claims of slantwise convection. Next, in section 3 we
examine how symmetric instability is evaluated. Mois-
ture and lift are discussed in section 4.

3. Assessing symmetric instability

The derivation of dry and moist symmetric instability
is not presented here. Interested readers are referred to
the following sources for further information. Early
work on symmetric instability by Helmholtz, Rayleigh,
Solberg, Bjerknes and Godske, Kleinschmidt, Fjørtoft,
Sawyer, Eliassen, Kuo, Ooyama, Stone, McIntyre, and
others is reviewed by van Mieghem (1951), Emanuel
(1979), Xu (1986b), and Shutts (1990). The basics of
dry symmetric instability are presented in Lilly (1986),
Holton (1992, section 9.3), and Bluestein (1993, 339–
350). Derivations of MSI can be found in the pioneering
works of Bennetts and Hoskins (1979) and Emanuel
(1983a,b), or the excellent textbook presentations of
Bluestein (1993, section 3.5.2), Houze (1993, section
2.9.1), and Emanuel (1994, chap. 12).

a. Dry symmetric instability

Dry symmetric instability is a generalization of both
inertial instability and dry gravitational instability. The
term symmetric refers to a basic state and perturbations
that are independent of a horizontal direction, here as-
sumed to be parallel to the y axis. Table 1 compares
gravitational, symmetric, and inertial instabilities, illus-
trating the parallelism in their definitions and measures.
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TABLE 1. Definitions of different types of stabilities (Northern Hemisphere): † 5 at saturation, u e 5 u ; ‡ 5 u w can be used equiv-*
e

alently for u e.

Gravitational Symmetric Inertial

Dry Absolute instability Symmetric instability Inertial instability

du
, 0

dz

dMdu g
, 0; , 0) )dz dxM ug

dMg
, 0

dx

dT
2 . Gddz

dT
2 . G |d M) gdz Mg

z 1 f , 0g

relationshipM –ug

PVg , 0

Conditional† Conditional instability (CI) Conditional symmetric instability (CSI) N/A

*du e , 0
dz

* dMdu ge , 0; , 0) )
*dz dxM ug e

dT
G , 2 , Gm ddz

dT
G | , 2 , G |m M d M)g gdz Mg

relationship*M –ug e

MPV* , 0g

Potential‡ Potential instability (PI) Potential symmetric instability (PSI) N/A

du e , 0
dz

dMdu ge , 0; , 0) )dz dxM ug e

M –u relationshipg e

MPVg , 0

As noted by Jones and Thorpe (1992, p. 231), ‘‘at the
present time, symmetric instability theory is applicable
only to two-dimensional flow.’’ Therefore, when apply-
ing this theory to observational data, it must be remem-
bered that a three-dimensional perturbation on such a
flow may not necessarily release the instability, an issue
dealt with in more detail by Jones and Thorpe (1992)
and Gu et al. (1998).

In the Northern Hemisphere (assumed throughout this
article), the condition for inviscid, inertial instability is
]Mg/]x , 0, where Mg 5 y g 1 fx is the geostrophic
absolute momentum (also known as geostrophic pseu-
doangular momentum) of a geostrophically balanced
mean state, y g is the geostrophic wind in the direction
perpendicular to the temperature gradient (hereafter, the
alongfront direction, although strictly we are consid-
ering a baroclinic zone, not necessarily a front), f is the
Coriolis parameter, and x is the cross-front distance,
increasing toward warmer air. This condition is equiv-
alent to the geostrophic absolute vorticity being nega-
tive. Similarly, the condition for inviscid, dry gravita-
tional instability (what is typically referred to as dry
absolute instability by meteorologists) is that the hy-
drostatically balanced mean-state potential temperature
u decreases with height z (i.e., ]u /]z , 0).

Whereas a parcel may be inertially stable to horizontal
(constant z) displacements (]Mg/]x . 0) and gravita-
tionally stable to vertical displacements (]u /]z . 0)
separately, it may be unstable with respect to slantwise
displacements by dry symmetric instability. The con-

dition for dry symmetric instability is that Mg surfaces
slope less steeply than u surfaces (hereafter called the
Mg–u relationship). Dry symmetric instability can be
viewed as either dry gravitational instability on a Mg

surface (i.e., ]u / , 0) or inertial instability on an]z|Mg

isentropic surface (i.e., ]Mg/ , 0). Therefore, any]x|ū
slantwise displacement that occurs at an angle between
the slopes of the Mg and u surfaces will release the
symmetric instability.

In the strictest sense, symmetric instability should be
determined relative to these hydrostatically and dynam-
ically (in this case, geostrophically) balanced mean
states. [See Persson and Warner (1995, 3457–3458) and
Xu (1992, p. 632) for further discussion of this point.]
Since the atmosphere is hydrostatic to a very good ap-
proximation, using the environmental potential temper-
ature u instead of u probably introduces minimal error.
In general, though, the atmosphere is not geostrophic
and may, in fact, exhibit large departures from geostro-
phy in regions susceptible to symmetric instability (e.g.,
Seltzer et al. 1985, section 3c; Wolfsberg et al. 1986,
p. 1553; Knight and Hobbs 1988, p. 926; Byrd 1989,
1128–1129). In observational studies that assess sym-
metric instability from limited observations such as sin-
gle soundings, the geostrophic wind is often approxi-
mated by the total wind and stated explicitly as such
(e.g, Emanuel 1983b, 1988; Byrd 1989; Reuter and Ak-
tary 1995). An additional complication occurs with me-
soscale-model data in which the geostrophic wind (de-
rived from the geopotential height) is often much noisier
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than the total wind (Shutts 1990, p. 2747), although
methods have been developed to construct well-behaved
fields from numerical-model data (e.g., Barnes et al.
1996). In time, more researchers and forecasters are
approximating Mg by M (i.e., M 5 y 1 fx, where M is
the absolute momentum calculated from the total along-
front wind y), interchanging the total wind y for the
geostrophic wind y g, even when the geostrophic wind
is readily available (e.g., Martin et al. 1992; Leach and
Kong 1998; Chen et al. 1998).

The use of M instead of Mg is inconsistent with the
theory for symmetric instability discussed above. If sig-
nificant flow curvature is present (especially changes in
curvature in the vertical), the observed alongfront wind
y is better approximated by the alongfront gradient wind
y gr rather than the alongfront geostrophic wind y g. Sand-
ers (1986, section 4b) derives the condition for sym-
metric instability relative to a basic state in gradient-
wind balance and presents nomograms for its use. That
condition is 23y gr (1 1 y gr/ fr)/r , 0, where y gr is the
basic-state alongfront gradient-wind speed and r is the
distance along the radius of curvature.

By using the observed wind to compute M, rather
than the geostrophic wind, situations with strong cy-
clonic shear (near-horizontal M surfaces) may be as-
sessed to be more ‘‘inertially’’ stable to ascent along a
u surface than they really are, since the computed M
surface includes the additional balance provided by the
centrifugal force. In addition, in areas with orography,
large pressure changes, or intense frontogenesis, sig-
nificant ageostrophy in the observed lower-tropospheric
wind can occur. In those cases, the geostrophic wind
may be unidirectional but the observed wind may have
significant curvature (and not be nearly two-dimension-
al). Extensions of this theory to these situations of ques-
tionable two-dimensionality are considered in section
3c.

Therefore, to assess the condition for dry symmetric
instability, replacing the hydrostatically balanced basic
state u by u is generally a valid approximation. Here-
after, throughout this article, we approximate u by u. In
contrast, replacing the geostrophically balanced basic
state Mg by M may be a poor approximation, but this
subject has not been addressed extensively in the lit-
erature. For example, in some situations, while the ob-
served wind may not be similar to the geostrophic wind,
their vertical gradients, the factor important in calcu-
lating M/Mg, may be more similar. Until further inves-
tigation is performed to evaluate the importance of this
assumption, we recommend use of the geostrophic wind.

A final point is that separating the data (observations
or model-derived) into basic state and perturbation is a
complicated issue in its own right (i.e., the so-called
partitioning problem). In practice, the geostrophic wind
is usually computed directly from the total pressure or
height field. This implicitly assumes that the perturba-
tion pressure caused by the unbalanced part of the flow
(such as gravitational convection, MSI circulations, and

gravity waves) is negligible, an assumption that may
not be valid after these perturbations are already present.
In this case, how to partition the total flow is not a
trivial matter, especially when CSI is evaluated in three-
dimensional space with an extended criterion applied to
geostrophic flow (e.g., Shutts and Cullen 1987) or other
nonlinearly balanced flow (e.g., Xu 1994, appendix C).
How, and even whether, to perform the partition and
what balanced system to use (e.g., geostrophy, gradient-
wind balance, semigeostrophy, or higher-accuracy dy-
namical system) remain difficult questions. Even if com-
plete data are available for performing a partition in
space and time, the partition may not be precisely or
uniquely determined. Unfortunately, our understanding
of these issues is still very limited and may profoundly
affect our assessment of symmetric stability from at-
mospheric observations. If, however, such complicated
partitions are deemed necessary in order to assess MSI
rigorously, they are unlikely to become operationally
feasible.

b. Moist symmetric instability: Conditional symmetric
instability versus potential symmetric instability

The addition of moisture complicates the theory of
symmetric instability considerably. For moist gravita-
tional convection, conditional instability (CI) occurs lo-
cally at each height along a vertical sounding where the
environmental lapse rate lies between the moist- and
dry-adiabatic lapse rates, or, equivalently, , the sat-u*e
uration equivalent potential temperature,1 decreases
with height (i.e., /]z , 0). Similarly, for slantwise]u*e
convection, CSI occurs locally at each height where the
environmental lapse rate along a Mg surface lies between
the moist- and dry-adiabatic lapse rates (i.e., is condi-
tionally unstable along a Mg surface), or / , 0.]u* ]z|e Mg

The instability is said to be conditional because satu-
ration must be present locally in order for air parcels
to be unstable (i.e., possess parcel buoyancy).2

Contrast these definitions for conditional instabilities

1 Also expressed as ues in some literature, 5 u exp(Lqvs/cpT ),u*e
where L is the latent heat of vaporization, qvs is the saturation mixing
ratio, cp is the specific heat of dry air at constant pressure, and T is
the air temperature (e.g., Houze 1993, p. 54). The saturation equiv-
alent potential temperature is the equivalent potential temperature the
air would have if it were saturated with water at the same pressure
and temperature. When the air is not saturated, is not conserved,u*e
but when the air is saturated, ue 5 and, hence, both are conserved.u*e

2 It was noted during review of this article that the revised version
of the Glossary of Meteorology will include two definitions for con-
ditional instability (K. Emanuel 1998, personal communication). The
first definition is the standard one described above [i.e., the environ-
mental lapse rate lies between the moist and dry adiabatic lapse rates
(Huschke 1959, p. 125)]. The second definition is a state of positive
convective available potential energy (CAPE). The revision was
deemed necessary because (a) the standard definition does not nec-
essarily imply a reservoir of potential energy for convection, and (b)
operational usage of the term conditional instability relies more on
measures of parcel buoyancy like CAPE or the lifted index.
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FIG. 3. Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) 9-h forecast verifying 0000 UTC 3 Jan 1998. Cross section from Dauphin, Manitoba (YDN), to
Minneapolis–St. Paul, Minnesota (MSP): (a) saturated equivalent potential temperature (solid, every 4 K); (b) equivalent potentialu*e
temperature ue (solid, every 4 K).

to those for potential instabilities. The difference be-
tween CI and PI has been discussed by, for example,
Wallace and Hobbs (1977, section 2.7.3), Rogers and
Yau (1989, p. 35), and Emanuel (1994, p. 185). As in
moist gravitational convection where the potential in-
stability (PI; also known as convective instability) of a
layer along a vertical sounding can be defined (]ue/]z
, 0), it is possible to assess layer potential symmetric
instability (PSI) along a Mg surface: ]ue/ , 0. The]z|Mg

instability is said to be potential because the potentially
unstable layer first must undergo a finite vertical dis-
placement to reach saturation and create the instability;
release of the instability may then result, given sufficient
forcing for ascent. It can be shown that the criterion for
PSI is equivalent to the Mg–ue relationship. Therefore,
the commonly employed method of assessment for CSI
in the literature, the Mg–ue relationship, is really a mea-
sure of PSI, not CSI, if we follow the definitions from
moist gravitational convection.

Strictly, the saturation equivalent potential tempera-
ture should be used to assess CSI, as noted by severalu*e
authors (Emanuel 1988; Reuter and Yau 1990, p. 449;
Thorpe and Clough 1991; Houze 1993). There can be
a substantial difference between and ue, as illustratedu*e
by Fig. 3, a cross section across an equatorward-moving
lower-tropospheric cold front over the northern United
States. Although the air above the frontal surface is
conditionally unstable since decreases with heightu*e
(Fig. 3a), it is potentially stable since ue increases with
height (Fig. 3b). This case illustrates the importance of
recognizing possible differences between and ue andu*e
its relationship to assessing MSI.

The wet-bulb potential temperature uw is also a con-
served variable under dry- and pseudoadiabatic pro-
cesses and may be equivalently employed for ue in di-
agnosing PSI. At saturation, the vertical gradients of ue,

, and uw are equivalent, therefore, CI and PI, as wellu*e

as CSI and PSI, are equivalent. More will be said about
determining saturation using observational data and me-
soscale models in sections 4 and 7.

It is surprising to note that this misnomer of CSI has
deep roots and likely arises from later authors’ misin-
terpretation of the original work. Bennetts and Hoskins
(1979, 949–951) define CSI for a ‘‘two-dimensional
flow in an atmosphere which is assumed to be saturated
everywhere’’ as a natural extension of CI, which they
define as the wet-bulb potential temperature decreasing
with height. As mentioned previously, CI and PI are
equivalent concepts only when the atmosphere is sat-
urated. Thus, many later researchers and forecasters
continue to use ue/uw and the term CSI, but may not
realize the assumption of saturation, explicitly stated by
Bennetts and Hoskins (1979). Also, meteorologists’ fa-
miliarity with ue as a tracer of dry and irreversible moist
processes and the ability to compute ue readily in me-
teorological analysis packages probably facilitate the
use of ue over in assessing MSI.u*e

Despite the fact that several authors define and use
CSI correctly in their own work (e.g., Reuter and Yau
1990, p. 449; Houze 1993, 54–56; Emanuel 1994, p.
410), this misuse of the term CSI continues and now
pervades the literature. We would like to suggest that,
in the future, we, as a meteorological community, use
the term CSI only when employing and use the termu*e
PSI only when employing ue. We adopt this terminology
throughout the rest of the article. In addition, we use
the term MSI when the method of assessment is un-
important or is not specified.

The question naturally arises as to whether it is more
appropriate to calculate CSI or PSI for assessing the
possibility of moist slantwise convection in the atmo-
sphere. Drawing an analogy to moist gravitational con-
vection may help provide some insight. The necessary
condition for moist gravitational convection is that a
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rising air parcel be saturated and the lapse rate be greater
than the moist adiabatic lapse rate (CI), so that positive
buoyancy exists. Meeting the lapse-rate requirement for
PI or PSI is only a necessary condition for release of
the instability; saturation must also occur. Consequently,
the presence of PI is not necessary for moist gravita-
tional convection to occur in the atmosphere (e.g.,
Emanuel 1994, p. 185). Therefore, throughout the rest
of this article, we use the term CSI, computed with the
proper thermodynamic variable , as the appropriateu*e
measure of the susceptibility of the atmosphere to slant-
wise convection. Thus, many previous studies may not
determine the true potential for slantwise convection
because of their use of ue and PSI, rather than andu*e
CSI.

c. The validity of the Mg–ue relationship and moist
geostrophic potential vorticity

Certain assumptions are necessary in order to develop
the relationship for the identification of CSI: 1)M –u*g e

the geostrophic wind is constant in the alongfront di-
rection, 2) the cross section for evaluating the M –u*g e

relationship is perpendicular to the vertical shear of the
geostrophic wind (or, equivalently, the thermal wind or
isotherms), and 3) the ageostrophic wind (e.g., due to
flow curvature) is small so that the geostrophic wind is
a reasonable approximation to a basic state. Discrep-
ancies in interpreting the existence of CSI in cross sec-
tions can result, therefore, because one or more of the
above criteria is not strictly met. Further discussion of
this point, and the extension to three dimensions of the
Mg–ue relationship for assessing PSI, is found in Shutts
and Cullen (1987) and Shutts (1990).

It can be shown that extending the Mg–u relationship
for dry symmetric instability to three dimensions is
equivalent to computing geostrophic potential vorticity
PVg (e.g., Hoskins 1974), where PVg 5 ghg · =u, g is
gravity, hg is the three-dimensional geostrophic absolute
vorticity vector, and = is the gradient operator in x, y,
and z coordinates. When PVg is negative (and inertial
and dry gravitational instabilities are absent), dry sym-
metric instability is present. Likewise, the three-dimen-
sional form of the relationship for CSI is equiv-M –u*g e

alent to negative saturated geostrophic potential vortic-
ity (also known as the saturated equivalent geo-MPV*g
strophic potential vorticity, 5 ), whenMPV* gh · =u*g g e

inertial and conditional instabilities are absent. Also, the
three-dimensional form of the Mg–ue relationship for
PSI is equivalent to negative moist geostrophic potential
vorticity MPVg 5 ghg · =ue, when inertial and potential
instabilities are absent. Therefore, assessing CSI using
the three-dimensional form of does not requireMPV*g
strict adherence to the same assumptions as using the

relationship in cross-section form. Owing to theM –u*g e

potential confounds with assessing relationshipsM –u*g e

in cross sections, a more reliable assessment of CSI is
obtained by employing or another equivalentMPV*g

three-dimensional parameter. On the other hand, use of
MPVg/ as a diagnostic tool does not differentiateMPV*g
between regions of PI/CI and PSI/CSI (e.g., McCann
1995; Wiesmueller and Zubrick 1998, 94–95). Like-
wise, regions of inertial instability and convective sta-
bility may also indicate negative MPVg/ . There-MPV*g
fore, MSI diagnostics always should be employed in
conjunction with tests for moist gravitational and inertial
instabilities. Further discussion of this point is found in
section 5. Other three-dimensional parameters that are
used to assess MSI include a growth-rate parameter
(e.g., Bennetts and Hoskins 1979, p. 952; Bennetts and
Sharp 1982, p. 596), a moist Richardson number [e.g.,
Sanders and Bosart 1985, Eq. (4); Seltzer et al. 1985],
and a moist symmetric-stability parameter (e.g., Jascourt
et al. 1988, p. 181).

From the three-dimensional form of MPVg, Moore
and Lambert (1993) derive a two-dimensional form of
MPVg [their Eq. (2)] and use it to assess PSI in their
cross sections. Consequently, their results depend upon
the orientation of the cross section as in the Mg–ue re-
lationship (i.e., the full potential of MPVg as a three-
dimensional parameter for diagnosis is not being uti-
lized). Thus, even in cross sections, application of the
full three-dimensional form of MPVg is essential for an
accurate assessment of PSI. Unfortunately, employing
the two-dimensional form of MPVg has been increasing
in popularity (e.g., Weisman 1996; Wiesmueller and Zu-
brick 1998).

d. Slantwise convective available potential energy

Analogous to convective available potential energy
(CAPE) for gravitational convection (e.g., Emanuel
1994, 169–172), slantwise convective available poten-
tial energy (SCAPE) can be defined (e.g., Emanuel
1983b, sections 2 and 3; Shutts 1990; Emanuel 1994,
407–409). These parameters measure the amount of pos-
itive area on a thermodynamic diagram and represent
the maximum kinetic energy possible from adiabatic,
inviscid parcel theory. In the case of CAPE, it is the
maximum kinetic energy of a vertical updraft; in the
case of SCAPE, it is the maximum kinetic energy of an
updraft along a Mg surface,3 consisting of both hori-
zontal and vertical motions, contrary to Black et al.
[1994, their Eq. (11); although their later assumption
that ]ue/]z 5 0 mitigates this discrepancy] and McCann
(1996, p. 122), who use SCAPE as a measure of vertical
motion only.

The use of SCAPE as a measure of the potential for
slantwise convection has not been particularly common
in the literature, despite the similarity to its more popular
relative CAPE. Byrd (1989) finds that values of SCAPE

3 When the air motion is not along the Mg surface, the upper bound
of available energy can be estimated by the generalized energetics
of Xu (1986b).
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were of limited value in determining the degree of band-
ing within precipitating regions over the southern Plains,
whereas Shutts (1990) shows that values of SCAPE de-
rived from mesoscale numerical-model output are some-
what related to explosive cyclogenesis over the North
Atlantic Ocean. Most other examples in the literature
involve the computation of SCAPE for individual cases
and therefore cannot be placed within a broader context
relative to other events. The lack of studies on SCAPE
makes its interpretation as a diagnostic tool uncertain,
but can also be viewed as SCAPE not being a partic-
ularly useful parameter. These issues are compounded
by 1) the difficulty in computing SCAPE from upper-
air observations, 2) the relatively small values of
SCAPE typically observed in regions of active slantwise
convection (see section 4), and 3) the small values of
SCAPE in comparison to CAPE, when CAPE is zero
or small. These difficulties make further investigation
of the utility of SCAPE difficult (McCarthy 1996), prob-
ably limiting more widespread usage.

e. Neglected effects

It is important to note that the concept of MSI, like
gravitational instability, is based upon parcel theory.
Therefore, the caveats and limitations with using parcel
theory for gravitational convection also apply to using
parcel theory for slantwise convection. [For further dis-
cussion on parcel theory as applied to symmetric insta-
bility, see Thorpe et al. (1989).] In particular, assump-
tions about mixing and microphysical processes strong-
ly affect computations of parcel buoyancy.

One example is the weight of condensed water on
buoyancy (also known as water loading). Reuter and
Yau (1993), following the methodology of Xu and
Emanuel (1989), find that soundings exhibiting MSI are
actually neutral or stable to moist slantwise ascent when
the effects of water loading on the virtual temperature
are included. To include the effects of water loading,
however, the assumption must be made that all con-
densed water remains with the parcel, an assumption
that obviously fails in precipitating clouds and may fail
in other situations as well (Xu and Emanuel 1989, sec-
tion 5). Williams and Renno (1993) find that, if water
loading is included, then logically this water must be
frozen, if it reaches sufficient height. They find that the
additional positive buoyancy due to release of this latent
heat of fusion more than offsets the negative buoyancy
due to water loading. Therefore, both contributions, or
neither contribution, should be considered when as-
sessing parcel buoyancy.

Correction factors for ice-phase transitions (e.g., Reu-
ter and Beaubien 1996; Rivas Soriano and Garcı́a Dı́ez
1997) and sphericity terms (Shutts 1990, p. 2747) also
may be included to assess MSI, but these generally are
not performed. Doswell and Rasmussen (1994), in an
approach distinct from Xu and Emanuel (1989), present
arguments for neglecting some of these effects in the

calculation of CAPE from observations, while retaining
the correction for virtual temperature. Since the use of
CAPE/SCAPE from a forecasting perspective does not
require numerical precision, these additional corrections
are probably not necessary. If numerical precision is
required, however, all effects should be accounted for.
In this article, we have not included explicitly the vir-
tual-temperature correction for simplicity, but we rec-
ognize that, for certain applications (e.g., warm-season
events, deep tropospheric circulations), it should be in-
corporated.

f. The absence of instability

Finally, if both adequate moisture and lift are present
in the absence of MSI, such that ascending air is forced
to its condensation level and beyond (forced convec-
tion), banded clouds may still form, with heavy precip-
itation being the result [e.g., the case presented in Dos-
well et al. (1998, section 3c)]. Forced slantwise ascent
leading to a single cloud/precipitation band can occur
in the absence of MSI over a mountain due to orographic
lift or over a frontal zone due to secondary circulations
associated with frontogenesis, but this is not free con-
vection. When MPVg is positive, multiple bands can be
generated externally only by preexisting PVg or MPVg

anomalies (e.g., Chan and Cho 1989; Cho and Chan
1991; Xu 1992). Observational documentation of these
features, however, has not occurred. Therefore, the ab-
sence of MSI does not preclude the formation of single-
or multiple-banded clouds and precipitation, much as
the absence of potential or conditional instability to
moist gravitational convection does not preclude the
same.

g. Assessing MSI from observations

Although numerous studies have used observations
to assess MSI, difficulties arise in doing so [see, e.g.,
Persson (1995, section 2)]. For instance, the assessment
of MSI is sensitive to moisture, a variable with strong
spatial gradients and not measured with the same res-
olution or accuracy as pressure, temperature, and wind.
Another difficulty is that the typical spacing of Mg sur-
faces is less than the spacing between upper-air stations,
such that the horizontal variations in thermodynamic
variables along Mg surfaces are poorly resolved. To deal
with these limitations, previous researchers have re-
sorted to using a single observational sounding and as-
suming geostrophy (e.g., Emanuel 1983b; Byrd 1989),
estimating the vorticity with height (e.g., Seltzer et al.
1985; Reuter and Aktary 1993), or taking direct obser-
vations along M surfaces using aircraft (Emanuel 1988).

Also, like gravitational instability, the rapid time-
scale of adjustment to slantwise neutrality is believed
to occur very quickly (;3 h or less), meaning that
standard atmospheric observations will not capture the
thermodynamic structure of the adjustment. Therefore,
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conclusions about many of the details involved in slant-
wise convection necessarily must be inferred. Using
gridded numerical datasets from objective analysis or
mesoscale models may appear to sidestep these issues,
but the use of these datasets presents its own problems
(see section 7). The analyst must be able to recognize
the limitations of the particular dataset chosen and act
accordingly.

4. Frontogenesis and MSI

The eventual release of MSI is predicated upon slant-
wise parcel lifting beyond the lifting condensation level
to the level of free slantwise convection (LFSC). There-
fore, saturation must be present in the region of slant-
wise ascent in order for the instability to be released.
Typically, previous authors examine the relative hu-
midity and if it is greater than some threshold (say,
80%), then saturation is considered to have occurred or
is imminent. This value is smaller than 100% to account
for data errors, inadequacies in the model (see section
7), and/or saturation with respect to ice.

The ascent required to lift a parcel forcibly to its
LFSC can arise from frontogenetical circulations, trav-
eling meso- or synoptic-scale systems, orography, or
any other mechanism of sufficient magnitude. Doswell
(1987, p. 7) has argued that synoptic-scale ascent prob-
ably is not responsible for initiation of deep, moist
gravitational convection. On the other hand, slantwise
convection occurs on slightly larger scales than grav-
itational convection. Therefore, resolving the processes
responsible for lift on the meso-a and synoptic scales
(greater than 200 km) is likely in most cases of sus-
pected MSI. The relative roles of synoptic and me-
soscale processes in the initiation of gravitational and
slantwise convection are poorly known, compounding
the difficulty in understanding convective initiation
(Ziegler and Rasmussen 1998). The details of convec-
tive initiation, however, are beyond the scope of this
review.

In comparing observations to idealized models, it is
useful to draw the distinction between the release of
MSI occurring due to the growth of infinitesimal per-
turbations (i.e., normal-mode theory) and the release of
MSI occurring in the presence of some larger-scale forc-
ing (i.e., frontogenesis, orographical circulations, etc.).
Fischer and Lalaurette (1995a,b) compare these sce-
narios, finding that idealized normal-mode simulations
produce growth rates that are too slow [;(11 h)21] to
account for observed features. Also, weaker vertical ve-
locities develop in the normal-mode simulations com-
pared to simulations of MSI with frontogenesis. Strong
forcing (say, in the form of frontogenesis) is required
to overcome two factors that inhibit the release of MSI:
turbulent diffusion in the narrow, moist ascent and the
resistance of the positive buoyancy in the broader, dry,
compensating subsidence. Therefore, finite-amplitude
forcing is usually considered to be present for the release

of MSI in the real atmosphere (see also Innocentini and
dos Santos Caetano Neto 1992). These studies support
the observation that few examples of MSI in the absence
of frontogenesis exist [a possible exception is Wood and
Nielsen-Gammon (1994)].

Because both frontogenesis and slantwise convection
due to the release of MSI produce banded precipitation,
some authors try to distinguish between banded precip-
itation purely due to frontogenetical forcing from those
purely due to the release of MSI (e.g., Seltzer et al.
1985; Snook 1992; Rauber et al. 1994). We argue in
this section that the atmospheric response in an envi-
ronment characterized by MSI is typically closely re-
lated to the frontogenetic forcing, making this separation
intractable (Thorpe and Emanuel 1985, 1821–1822;
Emanuel 1994, p. 412).

First, numerous published observational examples
demonstrate the simultaneous presence of weak sym-
metric stability and frontogenesis, suggesting that
slantwise neutrality has been reached. The most con-
vincing of these studies include Emanuel (1983b,
1988), Sanders and Bosart (1985), Sanders (1986),
Colman (1990a,b), Reuter and Yau (1990), Thorpe
and Clough (1991), Locatelli et al. (1994), Kristjáns-
son and Thorsteinsson (1995), Huo et al. (1995), and
Loughe et al. (1995). The idealized-modeling studies
of Emanuel (1985), Thorpe and Emanuel (1985), and
Xu (1989b) clarify the relationship between sym-
metric instability and frontogenesis, implicit in the
Sawyer–Eliassen equation for secondary frontal cir-
culations. [Reviews of the Sawyer–Eliassen equation
can be found in Bluestein (1986), Eliassen (1990),
and Keyser (1999).] In the Sawyer–Eliassen equation,
the symmetric stability (through PVg ) modulates the
atmospheric response to the forcing (i.e., the same
forcing produces narrower, stronger ascent in an en-
vironment of weaker symmetric stability than in an
environment of stronger symmetric stability). As
such, separating the contributions to ascent from the
release of MSI versus frontogenesis is not possible
within the framework of the Sawyer–Eliassen equa-
tion.

Second, as discussed in Emanuel (1994, sections
11.2 and 12.3) and Mapes (1997), it is useful to con-
sider two types of (gravitational or slantwise) con-
vection: activated (or triggered) and statistical-equi-
librium. Activated convection requires a buildup of
available potential energy before the convection is
‘‘triggered’’ by some lifting mechanism, thereby re-
leasing the instability. Statistical-equilibrium convec-
tion, on the other hand, is a process by which the
consumption of available potential energy due to con-
vection occurs as physical processes, such as differ-
ential horizontal thermal advection in the vertical,
tend to destabilize the atmosphere. Thus, statistical-
equilibrium convection occurs in an environment in
which CAPE/SCAPE is relatively constant in time.

Whereas activated moist gravitational convection is
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FIG. 4. Stability regimes often observed near frontal zones. Con-
tours represent typical values often present: Mg (thick black lines)
and (thin gray lines). Based on a figure originally constructed byu*e
James Moore and Sean Nolan.

commonly observed in the atmosphere, clear observa-
tional signatures of activated slantwise convection are
not as readily identifiable. In activated moist gravita-
tional convection, the buildup of large CAPE is often
aided by the presence of a low-level capping inversion,
which is eventually penetrated by surface-based ascent
leading to the release of the instability. Therefore, by
analogy, activated moist slantwise convection would be
indicated by a region of SCAPE prior to the onset of
slantwise convection. Few studies, however, thoroughly
document the conditions before slantwise-convective
initiation.

In contrast, statistical-equilibrium slantwise convec-
tion appears to be more commonly observed than ac-
tivated slantwise convection (Emanuel 1994, 410–
412), particularly along frontal zones, where increases
in SCAPE are nearly offset by the consumption of
SCAPE by ascent along the frontal zone. A notable
example is Wolfsberg et al. (1986), in which geo-
strophic differential lapse-rate advection maintains the
MSI over 12–24 h, even in the presence of continued
slantwise ascent. In fact, slantwise convection may ap-
pear to persist for many hours after moist symmetric
neutrality is reached, suggesting that frontogenesis
may continue to force ascent (e.g., Sanders and Bosart
1985; Saitoh and Tanaka 1987; Lemaı̂tre and Testud
1988).4 Many cases of near-slantwise neutrality appear
to support the existence of presumed slantwise con-
vection in the presence of frontogenesis (previously
listed); large negative values of MPVg are not observed
and the Mg and ue surfaces are nearly parallel, sug-
gesting that equilibration is likely to be rather efficient.
Indeed, Reuter and Yau (1990) claim that the observed
adjustment time is 3 h or less, consistent with the rapid
equilibration time ( f 21 ) from scaling arguments
(Emanuel 1983b, p. 2032). It should be reiterated that
statistical-equilibrium slantwise convection does not
need to imply that SCAPE is zero necessarily, only
that it is relatively constant. Consequently, measures
of PSI may be more appropriate than measures of CSI
in these situations.

Finally, for moist gravitational convection, the na-
ture of the large-scale forcing and the response (re-
sulting circulation), and the timescales over which they
operate, are so different (hours vs minutes, respec-
tively) that it is relatively easy to separate forcing from
response. In contrast, for slantwise convection, time-
scales for frontogenesis and the release of MSI are
more similar (hours), making this scale separation
more difficult.

4 It may be that if MSI is small and negative, then the circulation
may approach that of the linear MSI modes, whereas if the statistical-
equilibrium slantwise convection manifests highly nonlinear motions,
the circulations may be strongly affected or maintained by other
processes such as frontogenesis (Q. Xu 1998, personal communi-
cation).

5. The coexistence of moist gravitational and moist
symmetric instabilities

It is often observed in the atmosphere that regions of
moist gravitational instability (CI or PI) may be in the
same vicinity as regions of MSI (CSI or PSI) (e.g.,
Emanuel 1983b, Fig. 6; Bennetts and Ryder 1984, Fig.
8; Donaldson and Stewart 1989, Figs. 8 and 13; Thorpe
and Clough 1991, Fig. 2; Lemaı̂tre and Scialom 1992,
Fig. 12; Martin et al. 1992, Fig. 10; Snook 1992, Fig.
10; Reuter and Yau 1993, Figs. 6, 9, 11, and 13; La-
gouvardos et al. 1993, Figs. 7–8; Martin 1998, Figs. 8a,
11a, and 12a). For example, a typical stability profile
across a frontal environment is illustrated schematically
in Fig. 4, based on an unpublished design by J. Moore
and S. Nolan. In the warm sector, CI may exist, whereas
closer to the front, CSI, symmetric neutrality, and weak
symmetric stability may be present (Fig. 4).

As discussed in section 3b, CI is a special case of
CSI in which surfaces not only tilt more steeply thanu*e
Mg surfaces, but are overturned, such that , 0.]u*/]ze

Likewise, PI is a special case of PSI in which ue surfaces
not only tilt more steeply than Mg surfaces, but are
overturned, such that ]ue/]z , 0. As such, blindly em-
ploying the tests for CSI ( , 0 and the Mg–MPV* u*g e

relationship) will identify regions of CI and blindly ap-
plying the tests for PSI (MPVg , 0 and the Mg–ue re-
lationship) will identify regions of PI. Whereas there
have been some attempts to discriminate between sit-
uations characterized by CI/PI from those characterized
by CSI/PSI (Bennetts and Sharp 1982, 598–599; Moore
and Lambert 1993; Wiesmueller and Zubrick 1998, p.
86), this distinction is not always made (e.g., Gyakum
1987, p. 2339; Lemaı̂tre and Scialom 1992, Fig. 12;
Lagouvardos and Kotroni 1995, Fig. 10; Chen et al.
1998, Fig. 21) or is made, but not applied properly (e.g.,
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Moore and Blakley 1988, p. 2170, Fig. 19; Wang et al.
1990, Figs. 1 and 8; Shields et al. 1991, 956–959; Da-
vidson et al. 1998, p. 1623).5

That MPVg can be used to identify PI and PSI led
McCann (1995, p. 801) to refer to MPVg as an ‘‘all-
purpose convection diagnostic tool’’ to locate regions
where the atmosphere is susceptible to moist gravita-
tional or symmetric instability, seemingly without re-
gard to the nature of any resulting convection. Not con-
sidering the distinction between CI/PI, CSI/PSI, and in-
ertial instability leads to nonsensical statements such as,
‘‘the conditions for CSI are satisfied . . . via inertial and
conditional instability, rather than through inertial and
conditional stability. . . .’’ (Davidson et al. 1998, p.
1623; italics are present in the original citation). Fur-
thermore, McCann’s (1995, p. 801) statement that ‘‘the
effects of equal CAPE and SCAPE are probably about
the same, since parcel accelerations are equal’’ implies
that vertical and horizontal accelerations of similar mag-
nitudes produce similar dynamics in the atmosphere, a
misinterpretation of the differing dynamics of moist
gravitational and symmetric instabilities (see section
3d). To be precise, we strongly recommend assessing
CI/PI and inertial instability prior to assessing CSI/PSI,
in any given case.

a. Convective–symmetric instability

Ultimately, a deeper understanding of how convection
(gravitational, slantwise, or both) organizes in the pres-
ence of both CI/PI and CSI/PSI is sought. We should
note that Xu and Clark (1985) argue for a continuum
between gravitational and slantwise convection, so, in
a sense, the distinction that is drawn between gravita-
tional and slantwise convection can be considered ar-
bitrary. As further noted by Jones and Thorpe (1992,
p. 242), ‘‘the strong distinction which is often made
between flows with positive and negative potential vor-
ticity is an artefact [sic] of the use of balanced equations,
rather than a physical property of atmospheric flow.’’

Nevertheless, we begin by noting that as an initially
gravitationally and symmetrically stable baroclinic at-
mosphere is destabilized by, for example, surface heat-
ing or increasing the vertical shear of the geostrophic
wind, CSI/PSI will arise before CI/PI (Emanuel 1994,
p. 410), but owing to the larger growth rate and energy
release of moist gravitational convection compared to
slantwise convection, gravitational convection, if initi-
ated, is likely to dominate in time (Bennetts and Sharp
1982, pp. 598–599). Following Emanuel (1980, pp. 220,
245–250), Jascourt et al. (1988, pp. 188–189) term the
situation where CI/PI and CSI/PSI coexist convective–
symmetric instability. Therefore, the question arises as

5 Shields et al. (1991, p. 951, Figs. 15b and 17b) and Rauber et
al. (1994, p. 197) also misuse the term CI when what was shown
was PI (see section 3b).

to the mesoscale circulations in the atmosphere to or-
ganize any resulting convection in such an environment.

Xu (1986a, p. 331) proposes two mechanisms for
rainband development, mechanisms we now recognize
as forms of convective–symmetric instability. The first
he refers to as ‘‘upscale development,’’ where small-
scale moist gravitational convection develops first, fol-
lowed by mesoscale banded organization of clouds due
to the release of symmetric instability as the environ-
ment becomes gravitationally stabilized. It seems that
this type of development would be most likely to occur
outside of frontal regions where small-scale moist grav-
itational convection organizes in the absence of syn-
optic-scale airmass boundaries. In contrast, Xu (1986a)
refers to ‘‘downscale development,’’ where bands gen-
erated during frontal ascent in a moist symmetrically
unstable environment lead to latent-heat release, effec-
tively destabilizing the midtroposphere to gravitational
convection. Eventually, the release of moist gravita-
tional instability leads to band formation. Xu’s (1986a)
downscale development is similar to the three-stage pro-
cess of frontal-precipitation-band development hypoth-
esized by Bennetts and Hoskins (1979, 961–962).

A likely observational example of upscale develop-
ment in a situation of convective–symmetric instability
is documented by Jascourt et al. (1988). From a region
of scattered cumulus over northern Louisiana, five par-
allel cloud bands simultaneously grew to become lines
of thunderstorms. The bands were aligned along the
700–500-mb shear, a layer in which the moist symmetric
stability was especially weak. The vertical stratification
in the lower troposphere, however, was conditionally
unstable to gravitational convection with CAPE of more
than 1000 J kg21. Jascourt et al. (1988) hypothesize that
the initial latent-heat release by the scattered cumulus
in the layer of weak symmetric stability favored the
development of convective–symmetric instability and
organized the convection into the five bands. This case
suggests that the nature and organization of convection
can be modulated by the symmetric stability.

An alternate scenario for the release of upscale con-
vective–symmetric instability is modeled by Zhang and
Cho (1992), Seman (1994), and Bélair et al. (1995).
Zhang and Cho (1992) and Bélair et al. (1995) use me-
soscale numerical-model simulations of real squall lines
to demonstrate how the typical structure of a squall line
[a schematic of which is presented in Houze et al. (1989,
Fig. 1)] acts to release both PI and PSI simultaneously,
illustrated schematically in Fig. 5a, adapted from Seman
(1991, 1992). The convective line reduces the moist
gravitational instability, whereas remnant negative
MPVg is transported back toward the trailing precipi-
tation region, where the release of PSI in the ascending
front-to-rear flow helps to enhance precipitation (Fig.
5a). Despite the potentially large impact that the con-
vective parameterization scheme may have in these
studies (e.g., Molinari and Dudek 1992), these simu-
lations appear to be consistent with the observation that
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FIG. 5. (a) Schematic cross section of upscale convective–sym-
metric instability in a midlatitude mesoscale convective system
[adapted from Seman (1991, 1992)]. Thick solid line encloses cloud
(shaded). Thin solid lines with arrows represents direction of cir-
culation. Gray solid line labeled u represents orientation of typical
potential-temperature contour in the cool air. Hatching is proportional
to precipitation intensity. Moist gravitational instability is released
within the convective line, remaining moist symmetric instability is
released within the trailing precipitation region; dry-adiabatic descent
initially occurs within rear inflow, which may become saturated due
to precipitation evaporating/sublimating into the descending air. (b)
Schematic of downscale convective–symmetric instability as depicted
in the ‘‘escalator–elevator’’ warm-frontal-ascent model (Neiman et
al. 1993, Fig. 8). Warm southerly airstream (flat, lightly stippled
arrows) rises over the cold easterly polar airstream (tubular dashed
arrow). Mesoconvective ascent (the elevator, solid arrows) and con-
vective clouds (stippled with white anvils) are shown at regular in-
tervals between regions of gentler ascent (the escalator).

the convective line is often characterized by lapse rates
that are moist absolutely unstable (Fritsch and Bryan
1998), such that is less than zero. These resultsMPV*g
are, in turn, consistent with those of Seman (1994), who
shows that convection in an idealized environment sim-
ilar to that of Jascourt et al. (1988) results in nearly
upright updrafts. Slantwise ascent then occurs, releasing
symmetric instability, followed by downdrafts that de-
scend following sloping (dry and/or moist) isentropes
(Fig. 5a). Comparison to a barotropic simulation (PI
present only) indicates that the baroclinicity enhances
the mesoscale circulation leading to more intense, lon-
ger-lived updrafts and more precipitation, consistent
with the results of Xu (1986a). Case studies of upscale
development in the presence of convective–symmetric

instability and inertial instability are also presented by
Blanchard et al. (1998).

Whether the trailing precipitation region behind a me-
soscale convective system, oftentimes referred to as the
stratiform region, is characterized by stratiform or con-
vective precipitation is being debated.6 The results of
Zhang and Cho (1992) and Bélair et al. (1995), if general
to mesoscale convective systems, would indicate that
this region is characterized by slantwise convection due
to the release of MSI. Indeed, further observational and
modeling studies continue to suggest regions of MSI in
the trailing precipitation region of squall lines (e.g.,
Jiang and Raymond 1995; Braun and Houze 1996).
Therefore, referring to this region as ‘‘stratiform’’ (i.e.,
occurring in a stable environment) may have to be re-
considered.

Observed inhomogeneities in vertical motion and pre-
cipitation rate along frontal zones in the form of em-
bedded bands or cells may suggest manifestations of
downscale convective–symmetric instability. As the
amount of moisture available to the circulation increas-
es, the likelihood of generating embedded moist grav-
itational convection increases (Saitoh and Tanaka 1988).
In a frontal environment initially characterized by PSI,
Bennetts et al. (1988, 368–369) and Locatelli et al.
(1994, Fig. 13) argue that the circulation associated with
an embedded band will overturn contours of ue, thereby
leading to PI, a result replicated in idealized models by
Saitoh and Tanaka (1987), Innocentini and dos Santos
Caetano Neto (1992), and Persson and Warner (1995).
On the other hand, observational (Thorpe and Clough
1991) and modeling (Holt and Thorpe 1991; Dudhia
1993; Fischer and Lalaurette 1995a; Persson and Warner
1995) research shows that Mg surfaces can buckle, as
well. But, as noted by Fischer and Lalaurette (1995b,
p. 1318), experimental distinction between these two
processes is difficult and indistinguishable in their final
states, so the difference is probably academic.

A possible example of downscale convective–sym-
metric instability is Neiman et al.’s (1993) elevator/es-
calator concept for warm-frontal ascent (Fig. 5b) in
which isolated regions of strong sloping ascent (458 to
the horizontal) 10 km wide (the ‘‘elevator’’) contrast
with weaker regions of gentler slantwise ascent (108 to
the horizontal) roughly 15 km wide (the ‘‘escalator’’).
Reuter and Yau (1993, p. 378) determine that the warm-
frontal environment that Neiman et al. (1993) analyze
is characterized by both PI and PSI, suggesting that the
release of PI may be occurring in the ‘‘elevator’’ con-
vective elements, while the release of PSI may be oc-
curring in the ‘‘escalator’’ slantwise regions. Parsons
and Hobbs (1983, p. 2385), Bennetts and Ryder (1984,

6 The terminology stratiform precipitation as it pertains to precip-
itation in the trailing region of mesoscale convective systems is dis-
cussed by C. Doswell and J. Krácmar (http://www.nssl.noaa.gov/
;doswell/stratiform/StratiformppWWW.html) and Houze (1997).
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Fig. 16), Byrd (1989, p. 1127), and Colman (1990a, b)
also observe similar convective structures embedded in
slantwise ascent in an environment characterized by
both PI and PSI. Rainband studies before the advent of
MSI theory in the early 1980s (e.g., Browning et al.
1973) and the idealized modeling work of Xu (1989b,
Figs. 16 and 18) also may indicate such a process. These
precipitation structures may represent a form of down-
scale convective–symmetric instability, where both
moist gravitational and moist slantwise convection oc-
cur in an environment characterized by both moist grav-
itational and moist symmetric instabilities. That these
precipitation structures commonly are observed may
suggest that convective–symmetric instability is not
atypical, as demonstrated, for example, by the large
number of soundings from central Alberta exhibiting
both moist gravitational and moist symmetric instabil-
ities (Reuter and Aktary 1995, Table 7).

b. Deep convection, hurricanes, and lightning

It is sometimes stated that the existence of deep cu-
mulonimbus, large precipitation rates, strong down-
drafts, or lightning (i.e., thunderstorms) precludes moist
slantwise convection (e.g., Bennetts and Sharp 1982,
598–599). We argue below that insufficient evidence
exists to make such claims.

As in moist gravitational convection, moist slantwise
convection can result in vertically shallow or deep cir-
culations, depending on the thickness of the unstable
layer and the level of neutral buoyancy (also known as
the equilibrium level). Therefore, it is possible for slant-
wise convection to develop deep circulations. For ex-
ample, the outward slope of the upper eyewall of hur-
ricanes (e.g., Marks et al. 1992, Fig. 12f; Black and
Hallett 1998, Fig. 10) suggests the presence of slantwise
convection (e.g., Emanuel 1989; Black et al. 1994; Ma-
thur 1997).

As discussed previously (e.g., in reference to Fig. 5a),
updrafts of slantwise convection will ascend nearly
along the saturated moist adiabat, whereas downdrafts
descend dry adiabatically, overcoming the resistance of
the positive buoyancy and compensating for the ascent
(e.g., Marécal and Lemaı̂tre 1995, p. 301). Therefore,
processes that cool the descending air would accelerate
development of the slantwise circulation. Since subli-
mation of snow is more efficient, in general, than evap-
oration of rain in lowering the air temperature (Clough
and Franks 1991), strong mesoscale downdrafts are most
likely created by sublimating snow. In some observa-
tional and modeling research, sublimation of snow into
dry downdrafts, possibly also influenced by precipita-
tion loading, has led to saturation and rigorous descent
(e.g. Ramstrom 1990; Stensrud et al. 1991; Thorpe and
Clough 1991, 929–930; Emanuel 1992; Marécal and
Lemaı̂tre 1995; Parker and Thorpe 1995; Zhang and Cho
1995; Braun and Houze 1997), approaching 20 m s21

in some situations (Black et al. 1994). Thus quite strong

circulations can result from slantwise ascent/descent due
to the inclusion of diabatic effects, although the relative
frequency of these more impressive vertical motions
remains relatively unknown.

In isolated thunderstorms, it is generally accepted that
strong updrafts exceeding 5 m s21 favor coexisting ice
and water phases that appear to be required for the gen-
eration of lightning. This would appear to exclude slant-
wise convection as being associated with lightning,
since most slantwise updrafts are assumed to be weaker
(tens of cm s21 to a few m s21), although direct obser-
vations are lacking. On the other hand, Williams (1991,
p. 2512) notes that the mechanisms that lead to charge
separation are, in principle, independent of the existence
of moist gravitational instability, indicating the possi-
bility that lightning could be associated with slantwise
convection. We currently recognize three environments
characterized by MSI in which lightning is observed to
occur.

The first environment characterized by both MSI and
lightning is the trailing precipitation region of mesoscale
convective systems. As discussed in section 5a, nu-
merical and observational evidence indicates the pres-
ence of MSI in the trailing precipitation region, con-
sistent with the occurrence of slantwise convection. The
evidence for lightning in this region is reviewed by
MacGorman and Rust (1998, 275–277).

The second environment is that of wintertime con-
vection. While some cases of wintertime convection ap-
parently are associated with CI (e.g., Engholm et al.
1990) or with convective–symmetric instability (e.g.,
Holle and Watson 1996), Colman (1990b, 1991) and
Freedman (1995) argue for the possible coexistence of
slantwise convection and lightning. MacGorman and
Rust (1998, p. 292) summarize their review of lightning
in winter storms with, ‘‘we are aware of no thorough
scientific investigation of causal relationships between
the electrical state of winter storms and their snowfall.
Extensive tests to evaluate the proposed hypotheses con-
cerning possible links between lightning and the me-
soscale and synoptic-scale meteorology associated with
winter storms have yet to be performed.’’

Finally, lightning has been observed in the eyewall
during the deepening phase of mature hurricanes, al-
though rarely (e.g., Molinari et al. 1994, 1999). As dis-
cussed previously, the eyewall can be treated as sym-
metrically neutral and is generally free of lightning ac-
tivity. Therefore, lightning in the eyewall may indicate
an outbreak of buoyancy-driven updrafts and temporary
disruption of symmetric neutrality, resulting in inten-
sification of the hurricane (Molinari et al. 1994, 1999).

Perhaps noncoincidently, these three environments
also tend to be characterized by the occurrence of high-
er-than-normal percentages of positive cloud-to-ground
lightning. Although not the only mechanism posited for
the occurrence of positive lightning, some believe that
strong vertical wind shears horizontally separate the
cores of differently signed charges, thereby exposing
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positive charge aloft to the ground (e.g., Orville et al.
1988; MacGorman and Rust 1998, 275, 290). We sug-
gest that these environments also may be associated with
MSI. This hypothesis, however, has not been rigorously
defended.

Williams (1991) notes that evaluating MSI in these
cases can be difficult, particularly eliminating CI com-
pletely from consideration. Nevertheless, coupled with
our incomplete understanding of the conditions under
which cloud electrification occurs (Vonnegut 1994), we
do not know enough at this time to state conclusively
that the existence of deep cumulonimbus, large precip-
itation rates, or lightning precludes the existence of
slantwise convection. In fact, some evidence suggests
otherwise.

6. Nature of the banding

Perhaps the most operationally significant use of MSI
is to assess the nature of the precipitation banding (ori-
entation, spacing, number of bands, movement, etc.) that
may occur. The goal in operational forecasting is to
anticipate the occurrence and nature of the large gra-
dients in precipitation that can result if these bands re-
main nearly stationary. MSI theory makes certain pre-
dictions about the size, shape, movement, orientation,
wavelength, and the existence of single or multiple
bands. Yet, few studies evaluate those parameters as a
test of whether MSI may have been associated with their
cases of banded clouds and precipitation. In that regard,
characteristics of banded clouds and precipitation in or-
der to be considered associated with MSI are enumer-
ated below [adapted from Seltzer et al. (1985, p. 2208)].

1) The bands and their environment should be nearly
two-dimensional (i.e., be nearly ‘‘symmetric’’). The
more two-dimensional the bands and their environ-
ment are, the better symmetric-instability theory will
apply.

2) The condition for MSI should be met in the region
of the bands.

3) The bands should be aligned nearly along the thermal
wind and should be strongest in the region of the
instability. Bands can deviate from the direction of
the thermal wind, however, by as much as 158 an-
ticyclonically in idealized models (Busse and Chen
1981; Miller and Antar 1986; Jones and Thorpe
1992; Zhang and Cho 1995; Gu et al. 1998) or greater
in observations (e.g., Byrd 1989, Fig. 8; Colman
1990b, Fig. 17).

4) The bands, if they are moving, should be moving
with the environmental flow (i.e., bands are advected
by the flow; they do not propagate relative to the
environmental flow).

5) The spacing between the bands should be related to
the depth of the unstable layer and the slope of the
isentropes, as expressed in Emanuel (1979) and Selt-
zer et al. [1985, (3.3)].

6) The slope of the ascent in the region of the bands
should lie between the slopes of moist adiabatic and
Mg surfaces. When the flow is hydrostatic, the ascent
will occur exactly on the isentropic surfaces.

In this section, we review previous work attributing
banding of clouds and precipitation to MSI and evaluate
their methodologies in search of useful methods to pre-
dict banding of clouds and precipitation. Previous ob-
servational studies of banded precipitation are sum-
marized also by Lagouvardos et al. (1993, Table 1).

Seltzer et al. (1985) examine 15 banded and non-
banded precipitation events (as determined by Doppler
radar) over New England and find substantial agreement
between theory and their observations, indicating that
MSI is likely associated with the banded precipitation
in these events. The degree of banding appears to be
strongly related to the magnitude of the maximum wind
shear with better-defined banding more likely for shears
exceeding 13 m s21 km21. They also show that the band
orientations are close to the 1000–500-mb thickness
contours and the observed wavelengths agree well with
the predicted values from theory for most cases. Prob-
lems with large ageostrophic shear and curvature, and
assessing geostrophy from the sparse soundings in some
of their cases, may have limited the success of their
study.

Another limitation of Seltzer et al. (1985) is that the
lifting mechanism is not identified, as they explicitly
attempt to eliminate the effects of frontogenesis by re-
quiring surface fronts and low pressure centers to be
more than 500 km away from the region of analysis.
Sanders (1986) notes a potential pitfall in this approach,
however. Reanalyzing one of Seltzer et al.’s (1985) cas-
es, Sanders (1986) finds that lower-tropospheric front-
ogenesis is likely occurring in the region of banded
precipitation northwest of the surface low center, a con-
dition that Seltzer et al. (1985) explicitly try to eliminate
from their cases. Unfortunately, published studies of
similar synoptic situations exist in which the authors do
not calculate frontogenesis (e.g., Snook 1992; Reuter
and Nguyen 1993). Consequently, these studies may be
susceptible to the same pitfall, reiterating the importance
of calculating forcing for ascent for individual cases in
the vicinity of where MSI might be present. Therefore,
since forcing for ascent need not be surface based, but
can exist above the boundary layer, the absence of an-
alyzed surface fronts is not adequate for eliminating the
possibility of frontogenetical forcing for ascent.

Further examples of climatologies of banded clouds
and precipitation include Bennetts and Hoskins (1979),
Bennetts and Sharp (1982), and Byrd (1989). Bennetts
and Hoskins (1979, section 5) examine 36 cases of sat-
ellite and radar data and do not find a strong relationship
between Richardson number and banding. Bennetts and
Sharp (1982, section 4) consider 30 cases of banded
precipitation and 14 cases of nonbanded precipitation.
They note that, for large values of the MSI growth-rate
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FIG. 6. (a) Case with localized frontogenetical forcing and small negative MPVg: initial MPVg (contoured every 0.5 3 10212 s24; thick
solid, thin solid, and dashed are used for positive, zero, and negative values, respectively). (b) Case with localized frontogenetical forcing
and small negative MPVg: vertical velocity at 16.7 h (drawn with power-increasing intervals 62n 3 0.5 cm s21; thick solid, thin solid, and
dashed are used for positive, zero, and negative values, respectively). (c) and (d) The same as (a) and (b), respectively, except for case with
localized frontogenetical forcing and large negative MPVg. The horizontal scale in all panels (from 0.0 to 1.0) is 1000 km. Figures are from
Xu’s (1992, Figs. 1b, 2a, 4, and 6a) cases I and II.

parameter, the precipitation is likely to be banded,
whereas for small positive values and negative values,
the growth-rate parameter is not very useful in discrim-
inating banded from nonbanded precipitation. Byrd
(1989) finds similar results in 27 ‘‘overrunning’’ pre-
cipitation events (226 soundings) over the southern
Plains. He notes that over 80% of his banded and strong-
ly banded cases meet the Richardson-number criteria
for MSI, but nearly 60% of the nonbanded cases do
also, suggesting limited utility of this parameter for dis-
crimination, in agreement with Bennetts and Sharp
(1982). A complication is that his strongly banded cat-
egory has higher incidences of PI (Byrd 1989, p. 1127),
perhaps suggesting the occurrence of banded convection
associated with the release of pure moist gravitational
instability or convective–symmetric instability (section
5a). Byrd (1989, p. 1124) also noted stronger wind shear
in the boundary layer for strongly banded events. This
body of research suggests that well-constructed clima-
tologies of even a small number of events [as suggested
by DeVoir (1998)] may produce useful results, evalu-
ating the likely existence of slantwise convection as-
sociated with MSI.

Whether single or multiple bands form in the presence
of frontogenesis is addressed using idealized numerical

models. As discussed in section 4, the results of Eman-
uel (1985) and Thorpe and Emanuel (1985) indicate that
weak positive symmetric stability in the warm air in the
presence of frontogenesis leads to a single band of as-
cent that narrows as the symmetric stability approaches
neutrality. In general, the inviscid Sawyer–Eliassen
equation cannot be solved when PVg (or MPVg, when
moist) is negative. Adding viscous effects to the Saw-
yer–Eliassen equation (Xu 1989a), however, permits so-
lutions when PVg (or MPVg, when moist) is negative.
Therefore, using a viscous form of the Sawyer–Eliassen
equation in the presence of localized frontogenetical
forcing, Xu (1989b) finds a single band of ascent for
positive symmetric stability. As the MPVg is decreased
toward zero and becomes negative, the single band be-
comes narrow and intense (Figs. 6a,b). If the forcing
becomes horizontally widespread and MPVg is negative,
multiple bands become embedded within the larger-
scale frontal circulation, consistent with Knight and
Hobbs (1988, p. 926). If the forcing remains localized
and MPVg is decreased further, the multiple bands be-
come more intense and more widely spaced (Figs. 6c,d).
These idealized modeling experiments help to explain
the observations of Bennetts and Sharp (1982) and Byrd
(1989) that many nonbanded situations may exceed the
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criteria for MSI. These experiments further suggest that
a balance between the magnitude and areal extent of the
frontogenetical forcing, the eddy viscosity, the moisture
availability, and the value of the MPVg exists that de-
termines whether single or multiple bands form, but
observational verification of these idealized–modeling
experiments has not been forthcoming.

Based on the results of this observational and mod-
eling work, it is clear that, in a forecasting mode, even
if a region of the atmosphere meets the criteria for MSI,
the formation of banded structures cannot be assumed
a priori. On the other hand, the existence of banded
structures, and the validation of the observed structures
to those predicted by MSI theory, is strong evidence for
the bands being associated with the release of MSI. The
above results also indicate that, even in the presence of
frontogenesis, multiple bands can form, although the
conditions under which single versus multiple bands
would form have not been validated in a rigorous way
at this time. Therefore statements such as ‘‘the [exis-
tence of] multiple bands . . . indicate[s] that CSI is a
more likely candidate for the observed precipitation than
frontogenetical forcing’’ (Snook 1992, p. 438) are not
accurate.

7. MSI in mesoscale-model simulations

The growth in availability of quality gridded atmo-
spheric datasets (e.g., Keyser and Uccellini 1987) makes
determination of MSI in those datasets relatively easy
(e.g., Bennetts and Sharp 1982; Snook 1992; Grumm
and Nicosia 1997; Martin 1998; Wiesmueller and Zu-
brick 1998). A reasonable question is whether MSI and
its attendant circulations can be assessed accurately in
these datasets. Crucial tests of the effect of horizontal
and vertical resolution on unforced (no frontogenesis,
radiative, or surface forcing acting on the MSI, i.e., no
externally applied lifting mechanism), hydrostatic, non-
linear MSI in a mesoscale model are performed by Pers-
son and Warner (1991, 1993) and Ducrocq (1993). They
find that horizontal/vertical grid spacings greater than
30 km/0.34 km are inadequate to resolve the resulting
circulations explicitly. To capture the most unstable
mode, grid spacings no greater than 15 km/0.17 km are
required. If the most unstable mode is not adequately
resolved, then the resulting evolution of the MSI cir-
culations is substantially slower and the amplitude re-
duced from what would be expected in the real atmo-
sphere. Even in the presence of lower-tropospheric
frontogenesis, these results are consistent with those of
Knight and Hobbs (1988), who find that hydrostatic
nonlinear MSI bands are absent at 80-km horizontal grid
spacing, poorly resolved at 40 km, and well-resolved at
grid spacings of 5–10 km.

In comparison, observations of banded structures in-
dicate typical widths of the bands of 20–100 km (e.g.,
Byrd 1989) and typical distances between bands of 10–
220 km, (e.g., Seltzer et al. 1985; Byrd 1989; Lagou-

vardos et al. 1993). Therefore, consider a mesoscale
model with horizontal resolution of 20–90 km, values
typical of the short-range operational forecast models
at the National Centers for Environmental Prediction,
simulating convection over a region with MSI. In this
scenario, the model may be able to resolve the larger-
scale frontogenetical circulation, if present, but not the
smaller-scale bands.

Inadequate model resolution prohibits explicit reso-
lution of the scales responsible for banded precipitation.
Besides the underprediction of maximum vertical ve-
locities, a less vigorous circulation in the model would
decrease the region of saturation, decreasing the like-
lihood of releasing heretofore untapped regions of MSI.
Therefore, modeled precipitation rates would be sub-
stantially less than those observed, despite perhaps a
reasonably accurate simulation of the precipitating re-
gion. An example of this situation is presented in Martin
(1998, p. 333, Fig. 6), who observes two 35-km-wide
snowbands on radar, separated by 35 km and parallel
to the thermal wind, suggestive of the presence of MSI.
Martin (1998) examines the potential for the release of
MSI in a mesoscale-model simulation of this event and
finds that the necessary conditions for instability and
lift are present, but inadequate moisture exists to reach
saturation. Hence, he concludes that, based on the model
simulation, MSI could not have been responsible for the
observed snowbands. His analysis, however, employs a
mesoscale model with 40-km horizontal grid spacing.
Although the model is too coarse to resolve the observed
snowbands, Martin (1998, p. 335) states that he desires
an accurate simulation of the narrow region of snowfall,
rather than an accurate simulation of the individual
snowbands comprising the event. Consequently, the
coarse resolution of the model results in the areal extent
of the precipitation being reasonably well forecast, but
the magnitude of the precipitation maxima are under-
forecast by as much as 50% (Martin 1998, cf. Figs. 1
and 4). Although many explanations may be proposed
for the underprediction of the precipitation maxima,
Knight and Hobbs (1988), Ducrocq (1993), and Persson
and Warner (1991, 1993) show that the model resolution
has a large impact on the ability to simulate MSI cir-
culations properly, results consistent with those of Mar-
tin (1998).

Molinari and Dudek (1992, section 5) discuss the im-
plications for slantwise convection in numerical weather
prediction models. Whereas grid-resolvable precipita-
tion is calculated by the large-scale explicit precipitation
schemes, convective precipitation due to the release of
moist gravitational instability is calculated by cumulus
parameterization schemes. Precipitation generated by
the release of MSI during slantwise convection, how-
ever, is neither grid-resolvable nor convectively param-
eterized at resolutions greater than about 10 km. The
inclusion of this missing effect may substantially im-
prove the numerical prediction of quantitative precipi-
tation, as suggested by Emanuel (1983a, p. 2375) and
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Persson and Warner (1993, p. 1832). Balasubramanian
and Yau (1995) apply a parameterization for slantwise
convection for an idealized three-layer model of cyclo-
genesis in which they illustrate the importance of the
release of MSI along the warm and back-bent warm
fronts, which aids in deepening the surface cyclone.
Their results are in agreement with those of Cao and
Cho (1995), who found that negative MPV is generated
first in the warm sector near the north end of the cold
frontal zone, then develops along the bent-back front at
the mature stage. For a simulation of a central United
States cyclone, Lindstrom and Nordeng (1992) apply
Nordeng’s (1987, 1993) parameterization of slantwise
convection patterned after the Kuo scheme for moist
gravitational convection, which produces neutrality to
slantwise convection along a M surface. Their results
(Fig. 7) show that the parameterization improves the
simulation of the quantity and areal extent of precipi-
tation associated with a midwest United States cyclone,
indicating the potential usefulness of this approach.
Also, the addition of the slantwise-convective param-
eterization helps the model generate divergent circula-
tions more quickly (improving the so-called model-spin-
up problem). Although Molinari and Dudek (1992, sec-
tion 5) suggest that slantwise convection could occur
on the grid scale in models, they also caution that their
conclusions are based on limited research results, which
do not include the contemporaneous research of Lind-
strom and Nordeng (1992). Consequently, future re-
search in this area might result in improvements in quan-
titative precipitation forecasting. Whereas operational
implementation of slantwise-convective parameteriza-
tion in research-mesoscale and operational-forecast
models is less imperative with the push to smaller hor-
izontal grid spacing, the climate-modeling community
will have need to deal with slantwise convection for the
foreseeable future.

An additional concern for assessing MSI using me-
soscale-model output involves how the model is ini-
tialized. Observations of water substance (vapor, cloud
water, hydrometeors) in the atmosphere tend to be more
sparse than observations of the thermal, wind, or mass
fields. Therefore, models rely heavily on developing
their own water fields. If the model simulation is started
as a static initialization (i.e., lacks cloud water and pre-
cipitation fields at the initial time; the so-called cold
start), like many real-time (Mass and Kuo 1998, Table
1) and research mesoscale models, then it will take time
for the model to spin up and generate those fields. De-
pending on the synoptic situation and model resolution,
estimates of the typical time for model spinup to occur
range from 1–12 h. The model-spinup dilemma may
pose a problem for the interpretation of Martin’s (1998)
results, as the time at which the assessment of MSI
occurs (0600 UTC 19 January 1995) is only 6 h after
model initialization time, comparable to the model spin-
up time. This is possibly an inadequate amount of time
to have fully developed cloud and precipitation fields.

Therefore, it is likely that the relative humidity fields
may underestimate the saturated area, which in turn
would underestimate the area susceptible to slantwise
convection. This may be another factor that contributes
to the underestimate of the modeled precipitation (Mar-
tin 1998, cf. Figs. 1 and 4). On the other hand, the
National Centers for Environmental Prediction opera-
tional forecast models are run in a continuous assimi-
lation cycle, which limits this spinup problem.

A final point is that different numerical models reach
saturation and generate clouds at different relative hu-
midities [an approach described by Mathur (1983) and
Mocko and Cotton (1995)]. For example, in the version
of the Eta model (as of November 1998), clouds begin
to develop at relative humidities of 95% over the ocean
surface, ramping down to 80% over the lowest 10 model
levels, and 75% over land (G. DiMego, Q. Zhao, and
E. Rogers 1998, personal communication; Zhao et al.
1997, p. 699), 80% in the Nested Grid Model (NGM;
Hoke et al. 1989, p. 331), but 100% in the Rapid Update
Cycle (RUC; S. Benjamin 1998, personal communica-
tion). It is also of import that gridpoint values of relative
humidity in the Eta model rarely exceed 95% (G.
DiMego and E. Rogers 1998, personal communication).
Knowing these critical values is essential to assessing
whether slantwise convection may be present within me-
soscale-model data. Proper use of model data for as-
sessing slantwise convection, especially early in the
simulation when model spinup may be important, man-
dates knowledge of the model characteristics. If model
output is used wisely, then we believe it can be useful.

Thus, operational implementation of MSI techniques
in the forecast office tends to consist of the following
methodology (Grumm and Nicosia 1997, 21–22; Wies-
mueller and Zubrick 1998, section 7). First, an evalu-
ation of the model output for areas meeting the MSI
criteria over a large area for up to 2 days in advance is
performed. If a particular area is susceptible to MSI,
then that area is monitored into the short-range period
(0–12 h). Since the model resolution is too coarse to
resolve individual precipitation bands, the forecaster
then must rely more heavily on the observations at this
stage. Bands, if they form, can be monitored for locally
heavy precipitation amounts and short-term forecasts
can be issued. At this time, there does not appear a way
to be more specific about the location of bands before
they form, akin to the difficulty in forecasting individual
thunderstorms prior to initiation.

8. Concluding summary

In conclusion, we first summarize our principal con-
clusions and recommendations in section 8a, followed
by directions for future research in section 8b. This
article concludes with thoughts about the use of CSI
(symbols and acronyms are defined in the appendix) in
research and operational forecasting practice in section
8c.
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FIG. 7. Total accumulated 24-h precipitation from simulations [(a) and (b)] with 80-km horizontal grid spacing and [(c) and
(d)] 40-km horizontal grid spacing with [(a) and (c)] Anthes–Kuo convective parameterization and [(b) and (d)] with both
Anthes–Kuo and Nordeng convective and slantwise parameterizations. Contour values of 0, 1, 10, 25, 50, 100, and 200 mm
shown. (e) Synoptic-scale analysis of 24-h rainfall ending 1200 UTC 3 Dec 1982. Contour values of 12, 25, 50, 75, and 100
mm. (f ) Analysis of 24-h rainfall ending 1200 UTC 3 Dec 1982 in Arkansas and Missouri. Contour values of 25, 100, 200,
and 300 mm. Figures from Lindstrom and Nordeng (1992, Figs. 8, 1, and 2, respectively).
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a. Principal conclusions and recommendations

The following points represent our basic tenets re-
garding MSI discussed in this article.

1) Like deep, moist gravitational convection, moist
slantwise convection requires the simultaneous
presence of instability, moisture, and lift. The ab-
sence of any one of these three is sufficient to pre-
vent moist slantwise convection from occurring
(section 2).

2) The terms CSI and slantwise convection do not
have interchangeable meanings (section 2).

3) Strictly, hydrostatically and geostrophically bal-
anced basic states for and Mg, respectively, areu*e
required for determination of CSI. In practice, the
restriction on can be relaxed to , but Mgu* u*e e

should not be relaxed to M (sections 3a and 3b).
4) Analogies to CI and PI indicate that the definitions

commonly employed for CSI are really for PSI.
Ideally, when assessing CSI, should be used;u*e
when assessing PSI, ue should be used (section 3b).

5) Owing to the potential confounds with assessing
the Mg– relationship, we recommend thatu*e

or another measure of CSI not dependent onMPV*g
cross-section orientation (e.g., SCAPE), along with
a measure of CI and inertial instability, be employed
to assess CSI (sections 3c and 5).

6) Even if the atmosphere is determined to be stable
to moist slantwise and moist gravitational convec-
tion, banded clouds and precipitation may still form
owing to forced ascent (section 3f).

7) By definition, an environment characterized by CSI
possesses a horizontal gradient in and verticalu*e
wind shear, likely indicating a frontal zone. In an
environment in which CSI and frontogenesis co-
exist, it is improper to attempt to separate the cir-
culations due to CSI from the frontal circulation
(section 4).

8) Blindly applying tests for CSI/PSI may result in the
identification of regions of CI/PI or inertial insta-
bility (section 5).

9) The coexistence of CSI/PSI and CI/PI, as well as
adequate moisture and lift, may result in a mixture
of moist gravitational and moist slantwise convec-
tion associated with the release of convective–sym-
metric instability (section 5a).

10) The existence of deep cumulonimbus, large pre-
cipitation rates, strong downdrafts, or lightning is
not an adequate discriminator between the existence
of moist gravitational and moist slantwise convec-
tion (section 5b).

11) The nature of banding in clouds or precipitation
appears to be only weakly related to measures of
CSI. More attention should be paid, however, to
evaluating other parameters (band spacing, move-
ment, orientation, etc.) associated with bands sus-
pected of being related to CSI (section 6).

12) The resolution of most research mesoscale and op-

erational forecast models is inadequate to resolve
individual CSI circulations. Consequently, care
should be taken in assessing model data for CSI
(section 7).

b. Future research

The preceding sections have presented an overview
of the current knowledge and perspectives on CSI and
slantwise convection. Observational, idealized model,
and mesoscale-model studies have contributed to our
present understanding. Despite the progress, a number
of unresolved problems and issues can be identified and
serve as subjects for further consideration. Among the
topics that require further research are 1) assessing MSI,
2) nature of banding, 3) slantwise-convective parame-
terization, and 4) convective–symmetric instability and
the general nature of atmospheric convection.

As illustrated in this review (particularly, section 3b),
the specific diagnostics used to assess MSI are often
misused. In particular, the choice of a particular ther-
modynamic quantity (ue or as measures of PSI oru*e
CSI, respectively) can affect the assessment of insta-
bility. The relative advantages and disadvantages of di-
agnosing PSI versus CSI have not been explored. Al-
though we have suggested using CSI rather than PSI,
case studies illustrating the structure and evolution of
these fields prior to convective initiation have not been
examined in general. For example, it is observed that
moist gravitational convection can be manifest in a va-
riety of ways that include supercell thunderstorms, me-
soscale convective complexes, squall lines, and pulse
(‘‘airmass’’) thunderstorms. Perhaps this sort of variety
with slantwise convection is waiting to be explored. If
that were the case, then it may be that certain diagnostics
would work better for given situations in assessing var-
ious manifestations of slantwise convection. As an ex-
ample, we have suggested in section 4 that SCAPE may
be more useful to forecasting activated slantwise con-
vection than statistical-equilibrium slantwise convec-
tion, but this hypothesis has not been tested operation-
ally. Consequently, the relative merits of these diag-
nostics remain untested and awaits further research.7

Section 6 discussed the nature of banding from both
an observational and idealized-modeling perspective.
Unfortunately, studies that bridge the gaps between
these two perspectives have not been performed. For
example, a variety of idealized-modeling experiments
of both forced and unforced MSI (e.g., Xu 1986a,
1989b, 1992; Zhang and Cho 1995; Arbogast and Joly
1998) suggest that a useful relationship might exist for
forecasting the nature of the banding as a function of
frontogenetical forcing, friction, moisture availability,

7 Various diagnostic approaches for assessing slantwise convection
are shared at our web site: http://www.nssl.noaa.gov/;schultz/csi.
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and stability, yet there have been no rigorous obser-
vational or idealized-modeling attempts to validate this
hypothesis. Also, as noted by Jones and Thorpe (1992,
p. 257), idealized-modeling studies incorporating three-
dimensional basic states have not been adequately ex-
plored. Also, Zhang and Cho (1995, 59–60) discuss the
importance of three-dimensional simulations for obtain-
ing more realistic banded precipitation. Toward this
goal, Gu et al. (1998) have found that two-dimensional
nonlinear symmetric circulations can be unstable in
three dimensions and they resemble some observed
three-dimensional substructures embedded in frontal
rainbands.

As discussed in section 7, the addition of slantwise-
convective parameterizations to mesoscale numerical
models dramatically improved the forecast of the in-
tensity and areal extent of precipitation, in at least one
case (Lindstrom and Nordeng 1992). Consequently,
slantwise-convective parameterizations should be de-
veloped, tested, and, if found to be useful, implemented
in research mesoscale, operational forecast, and general
circulation models with the aim of improving the pre-
diction of quantitative precipitation (section 7).

The concept of convective–symmetric instability
(section 5a) has not been examined in detail in the pre-
vious literature, and, as a result, there is much to be
learned about convective–symmetric instability from
both observational and idealized-modeling perspectives.
Given the typical inhomogeneous condition of the at-
mosphere, areas favorable for MSI may be juxtaposed
with areas favorable for gravitational convection (e.g.,
Fig. 4) such that convection can possess characteristics
of slantwise convection, gravitational convection, or
both, and may evolve from one form to the other. Con-
sequently, convection can manifest itself in a variety of
ways, depending on the environmental stability, lift
mechanism, amount of moisture, and other factors.
Overlaying radar and lightning data with MSI diagnos-
tics can provide information about storm structure and
evolution. The deficiency in our knowledge of this area
is reiterated by Mapes (1997, p. 355), who states that
the role of mesoscale organization in determining the
amount (and nature) of the convection remains unclear.
In addition, Jones and Thorpe (1992, 251–252, 257)
state that three-dimensional effects appear to increase
the susceptibility of symmetric instability to PI, leading
to small-scale structure along the length of the bands.
The issue of whether ‘‘horizontal convection’’ caused
by the release of inertial instability plays a role also has
been inadequately addressed. The work of Seman (1994)
and Blanchard et al. (1998) suggests several ways that
the atmosphere responds to situations where two or more
instabilities are present. These issues may force rethink-
ing the nature of convection beyond compartmentalizing
atmospheric motions into either gravitational, slantwise,
or horizontal convections (e.g. Xu and Clark 1985).

c. Conclusions

Within this article, previous literature on MSI and
slantwise convection is reviewed. Drawing parallels to
the familiar conceptualizations of gravitational convec-
tion allows a reconsideration of the extent to which
slantwise convection is understood and used in research
and forecasting environments. Indeed, the argument
could be made that the near omnipresence of baroclin-
icity in midlatitudes, even during the warm season, re-
quires an evaluation of the potential for slantwise con-
vection. An example where such diagnosis might be
useful is during the early and late stages of deep, moist
convection, when gravitational instability is likely to be
small. The dichotomy between gravitational and slant-
wise convection is also apparent in numerical modeling
where parameterizations for slantwise convection pres-
ently are not included in the majority of research-me-
soscale and operational-forecast models. Consideration
of convective–symmetric instability appears to be a pru-
dent step toward a more general consideration of at-
mospheric convection. It is tempting to speculate that
combining the intellectual resources of those studying
meso- and synoptic-scale processes with those studying
convective-scale phenomena, from both the research
and operational communities, has the potential to lead
to further improvements in our understanding of con-
vective phenomena.
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APPENDIX

List of Symbols and Acronyms

CAPE Convective available potential energy
CI Conditional instability
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cp Specific heat of dry air at constant pressure
CSI Conditional symmetric instability
f Coriolis parameter
g Gravity; subscript denoting geostrophic
gr Subscript denoting gradient
L Latent heat of vaporization
LFSC Level of free slantwise convection
M Absolute momentum defined as y 1 fx
Mg Geostrophic absolute momentum defined as y g

1 fx
MPV Moist potential vorticity defined as gh · =ue

MPVg Moist geostrophic potential vorticity defined
as ghg · =ue

MPV*g Saturated geostrophic potential vorticity de-
fined as gh · =u*g e

MSI Moist symmetric instability
NGM Nested Grid Model
PI Potential instability (also called convective in-

stability)
PSI Potential symmetric instability
PV Potential vorticity defined as gh · =u
PVg Geostrophic potential vorticity defined as

ghg · =u
qys Saturation mixing ratio
RUC Rapid Update Cycle
r Distance along radius of curvature
SCAPE Slantwise convective available potential en-

ergy
T Temperature
y Component of wind in alongfront direction
y g Component of geostrophic wind in alongfront

direction
y gr Component of gradient wind in alongfront di-

rection
x Cross-front coordinate
z Height coordinate
Gd Dry-adiabatic lapse rate
Gm Moist-adiabatic lapse rate
zg Vertical component of geostrophic relative

vorticity vector
h Three-dimensional absolute vorticity vector
hg Three-dimensional geostrophic absolute vor-

ticity vector
u Potential temperature
ue Equivalent potential temperature

, uesu*e Saturated equivalent potential temperature
uw Wet-bulb potential temperature
= Gradient operator in x, y, and z coordinates
( ) Basic state
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CORRIGENDUM

Due to a production error in ‘‘The Use and Misuse of Conditional Symmetric Insta-
bility,’’ by David M. Schultz and Philip N. Schumacher, Monthly Weather Review, Vol.
127, No. 12, 2709–2732, one of the figures appeared incorrectly.

The correct Fig. 5a appears below.
The staff of the Monthly Weather Review regrets any confusion this error may have

caused.

FIG. 5a. Schematic cross section of upscale convective–symmetric
instability in a midlatitude mesoscale convective system [adapted
from Seman (1991, 1992)]. Thick solid line encloses cloud (shaded).
Thin solid lines with arrows represents direction of circulation. Gray
solid line labeled represents orientation of typical potential-temper-
ature contour in the cool air. Hatching is proportional to precipitation
intensity. Moist gravitational instability is released within the con-
vective line, remaining moist symmetric instability is released within
the trailing precipitation region; dry-adiabatic descent initially occurs
within rear inflow, which may become saturated due to precipitation
evaporating/sublimating into the descending air.


